imagination

**contemporary** / adjective ★★★
modern or relating to the present time

**contraceptive** / noun [uncount]
methods for preventing a woman from becoming pregnant, or the use of such methods

**depraved** / adjective
immoral or evil

**divine** / adjective ★★
like a god, or relating to a god

**evoke** / verb [transitive] FORMAL
to bring a particular emotion, idea or memory into your mind

**overcome with** / verb [transitive, usually passive] ★★
to make someone very emotional, weak, ill or unconscious

**plagiarism** / noun [uncount]
the process of taking another person’s work, ideas or words and using them as if they were your own

**retrospective** / noun [count]
an exhibition that includes examples of a particular artist’s work from their whole career

**sensation** / noun [singular] ★★
an event that causes a lot of excitement and interest

**shortlist** / verb [transitive]
to put someone or something on a short list

**sick** / adjective ★★★
if something that someone does or says is sick, it is so unpleasant that it would upset some people

**suicidal** / adjective
someone who is suicidal is likely to try to kill themselves

**the Turner Prize**
In the UK, an important prize that is given every year to an artist for a work of modern art